We have analyzed the activity of many cryptocurrency funds and came to
the conclusion that the company that manages a large amount of cash in
cryptocurrency needs a unique solution for cryptotrading
That’s why we are glad to announce the CryptoRobotics Enterprise version
with unique features unavailable for the mass of users.
Date of full package release 31st of January 2019

1. Multiple accounts
Our enterprise users can add multiple accounts (API-keys) on the same exchange
making it much easier to handle fiduciary management of your client’s funds.

2. Order execution bot
An optimized order execution algorithm was designed to break down the lot and
pick the price with the highest chance of execution and maximum trading profits.
It saves up to 1% on each trade. And it is much more convenient than working with
OTC brokers, or if you are an OTC broker – this tool can be a perfect addition to
your automation stack.
For example, we set 1 000 BTC for sale. The bot divides the order on smaller ones, e.g.
10 BTC each and after executing repeats the procedure with the same price or higher
until the whole amount sold
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3. Rebalancing bot
A bot that keeps up your portfolio in the perfect order. If one coin goes up, the bot
sells surplus and vice-versa if the coin goes down the bot buys necessary amount.
Portfolio composition can be modified online or by schedule, and the bot will
automatically put your strategy in action.

4. Panic sell bot
A separate interface that allows you to close all positions on every account on every
exchange or on a separate exchange according to the pre-set parameters.

Close all positions
on every exchange and
account to BTC in one
click

Close all positions on every
exchange and account and
convert to USD/stablecoin

Close all position on
a specific exchange

Close all positions
on a specific account

The pre-set parameters are following: the choice of a currency pair not sold after the all emergency closure for
all positions basic function.

5. Advanced managerial analytics
Download extended statistics
in MS Excel or machine-readable
formats on every transaction and
every account

Dashboard for profits/loss
reports, open positions and
purchase statistics with charts

Forecasts and predictions
of your possible financial
outcomes based on your
previous operations and
positions opened

6. Special conditions on exchanges on a dedicated channel with a reduced
commission fee for making deposits, withdrawing and market making.
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7. 24/7 priority online support
Terminal
technical
support

Technical support
and bots&tools
settings support

FREEMIUM MARGIN
TRADING BOT

Priority consideration of
proposals for tools upgrade
or adding new features

Priority
consideration
of rate proposals

Crypto trading with leverage. The bot takes speedy
decisions and trades effectively on main price movements
both with upward and downward trend. The exclusive offer
only for CryptoRobotics Enterprise version users.

8. Market Maker bots’
1. “Offer-marker” bot – the trading algorithm
created to maintain liquidity on the market
2. “BUY-hunt / SELL-hunt” bot – the algorithm
for setting positions and keeping the level needed.
3. “Repeating patterns” bot – the algorithm that buys/sells
the certain amount of orders at certain intervals on the exchange.
4. “Flipping” bot – the algorithm of setting limit orders from one side of the exchange.
5. “Iceberg” bot – the offer with visible and hidden part.
6. Controller bot – the algorithm of monitoring and managing bots 1-5.
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UNLIMITED ACCESS
TO ENTERPRISE PACKAGE
FULL SET

FOR FREE:
- Unlimited access
to the Margi trading bot

Enterprise
package price - $ 4 999*

- 12 months VIP-access to all
terminal’s services with the
Enterprise version installed.

Enterprise + Market Maker
package price - $ 9 000

BONUSES

5% in ROBO
tokens

Frozen for
12 months

Quarterly release 25%
of frozen tokens

ENTERPRISE SUPPORT
Amount of users

Monthly fee

6 months package

12 months package

up to 5 users

$ 189,00

$ 899,00

$ 1 299,00

up to 20 users

$ 549,00

$ 2 599,00

$ 3 939,00

up to 50 users

$ 1199,00

$ 5 599,00

$ 8 559,00

up to 100 users

$ 1899,00

$ 8 999,00

$ 12 999,00

up to 300 users

$ 4599,00

$ 21 999,00

$ 32 999,00

* Special offer until 31th of January 2019.
We will be glad to answer all your
questions and tell more about our
exclusive product CryptoRobotics
Enterprise.
Best regards,
CryptoRobotics team
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TRADERS RATES

TRADERS

TRADERS INFO

CLIENTS (ACCOUNT USER MANAGED BY TRADER)

ROBOTS STATISTICS

CLIENTS INFO

CLIENT ROBOT’S STATISTICS

CLIENTS ACCOUNTS

ACCOUNT STATS

APPLY NOW
If you find our offer interesting and want to know
more details, drop a line on info@cryptorobotics.io
Specify the Subject:
ENTERPRISE CRYPTOROBOTICS APPLICATION
Enter your telephone number

OUR MANAGER WILL CONTACT YOU
AS SOON AS THE APPLICATION EMAIL
RECEIVED
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